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Abstract
gVirtualXray (gVXR) is an open-source framework that relies on the Beer-Lambert law to simulate X-ray images
in realtime on a graphics processor unit (GPU) using triangular meshes. We produced four Jupyter Notebooks
to compare images simulated with gVXR and ground truth image of an anthropomorphic phantom: (i) an X-ray
projection generated using a Monte Carlo simulation code, (ii) real digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs),
(iii) computed tomography (CT) slices, and (iv) a real radiograph acquired with a clinical X-ray imaging system.
Image registration was deployed in two Notebooks to align the simulated image on the corresponding ground
truth image. We demonstrated that accurate images can be generated in milliseconds with gVirtualXray when
scattering can be ignored.

Keywords
X-rays; Computed tomography (CT); Simulation; Graphics processor unit (GPU) programming; Image regis-
tration; Digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR)
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Code metadata

Nr. Code metadata description Please fill in this column
C1 Current code version 1.0
C2 Permanent link to code/repository

used for this code version
https://github.com/effepivi/gvxr-CMPB/

C3 Permanent link to Reproducible Cap-
sule

C4 Legal Code License BSD 3-Clause ”New” or ”Revised” License.
C5 Code versioning system used git
C6 Software code languages, tools, and

services used
Python for the front-end, C++ and GLSL for the back-
end, OpenGL

C7 Compilation requirements, operating
environments & dependencies

python ≥ 3.10, numpy, pandas, VTK, scikit-learn, scikit-
image, SimpleITK, cil=22.2.0, tigre=2.2, spekpy, py-
moo=0.5.0, gVXR, opencv-python, K3D-jupyter

C8 If available Link to developer documen-
tation/manual

https://gvirtualxray.fpvidal.net/documentation

C9 Support email for questions gvirtualxray-discuss@lists.sourceforge.net

1. Introduction

We present a series of Jupyter notebook to demonstrate how to generate X-ray radiographs of anthropological
phantoms using gVirtualXray (gVXR), the Virtual X-Ray Imaging Library on graphics processor unit (GPU).
X-ray simulation has been used in many applications, ranging from medical physics in radiology and oncology,
to non-destructive testing using ionising radiation, medical virtual reality (VR) and machine learning (ML).
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is known as the state-of-the-art technique to simulate X-ray images in terms of
accuracy. However, prohibitive computing time may be required to simulate an X-ray projection at high spatial
resolution with an acceptable level of noise, which limits the use of MC simulations in applications where
real-time performance is a requirement [1]. Badal and Badano [2] adapted PENELOPE’s MC code to GPU
computing in 2009. They reported runtimes in minutes incompatible with real-time performance. Whilst GPU-
based MC simulations are extremely fast compared to their central processor unit (CPU) counterparts (about
1, 000× faster), there are still far from real-time performance. About 13 seconds are necessary to compute the
voxel dose distribution in a 122 × 62 × 372 volume, which is relatively small compared to a typical computed
tomography (CT) volume [3].

gVXR implements a deterministic simulation model based on the Beer-Lambert law to generate noise-free
images. Depending on the application, they can provide a good compromise between speed and accuracy [4] and
can be implemented on GPUs for a further increase of speed [5, 6]. Unlike Monte Carlo methods, deterministic
simulations tend to ignore scattering and noise, although the latter can easily be added as a post-process.

2. Description

2.1 gVirtualXray in a nutshell

gVXR is an open-source application programming interface (API) written in C++ to compute the Beer-Lambert
law (also known as attenuation law) from polygon meshes, the main type of models to represent 3D objects or
characters in video games, VR and computer-aided design (CAD) software. If scattering is neglected and an
ideal (i.e. dirac) point-spread function is assumed, X-ray projections I(x, y) can simply be modelled with the
Beer-Lambert attenuation law:

I(x, y) =
∑

i

R(Ei) D(Ei) exp

−
∑

j

µj(Ei) dj(x, y)

 (1)
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I(x, y) is the integrated energy in electron volt (eV), a unit of energy commonly used in atomic and nuclear
physics, received by pixel (x, y). The beam spectrum emitted by the X-ray source is discretised in several energy
channels in the polychromatic case. Ei corresponds to the energy in eV of the i-th energy channel. D(Ei) is
the number of photons emitted by the source at that energy Ei. When the source is monochromatic, e.g. in the
case of synchrotron radiation, a single energy channel is used. The detector response R(Ei) mimics the use of
a scintillator by replacing the incident energy Ei with a smaller value, i.e. R(Ei) < Ei. The detector response
is assumed space-invariant in Equation 1. j indicates the j-th material being scanned when a multi-material
“object” is considered. µj(Ei) is the linear attenuation coefficient in cm-1 of the j-th material at energy Ei.
dj(x, y) is the path length in cm of the ray from the X-ray source to pixel (x, y) crossing the j-th material.

It is straightforward to implement the Beer-Lambert attenuation law using ray-tracing. However, Freud et
al. [7] proposed a method based on a much faster computer graphics (CG) technique, rasterisation, to efficiently
compute dj in Eq. 1 from polygon meshes. We first ported their method for monochromatic beams in the early
days of GPU programming [5] to simulate fluoroscopy in a medical VR simulator [8]. Polychromatism and
the focal spot of the detector were then introduced to improve realism [9]. In 2013, gVXR made its debut as
an open-source project on SourceForge 1 and simplistic Monte Carlo simulations were used for unit testing of
the Beer-Lambert law implementations [6]. The simulation can be enhanced with the impulse response of the
detector, Poisson noise, and phase contrast. When used in the objective function of an optimisation algorithm,
it is possible to closely reproduce real experiments performed with synchrotron radiation (see Figure 10) [10].
More recently, anthropomorphic phantoms were used to benchmark gVXR against MC simulations and data
acquired with clinically utilised X-ray devices, including a radiograph and a CT scan [11]. In a nutshell, gVXR
can be summarised as follows:

• Cross-platform:

– Windows, GNU/Linux, and MacOS;
– Laptop, desktop PC, supercomputer, cloud infrastructure.

• Wide range of programming languages (C/C++, Python3, R, Ruby, Tcl, C#, Java, and GNU Octave).

• Its Python package “gVXR” is listed on the Python Package Index 2.

• Various source shapes:

– Cone beam (point source);
– Cone beam (Focal spot);
– Parallel beam.

• Incident beams:

– Monochromatic;
– Polychromatic, including X-ray tubes with kV and filtration.

• CT scan acquisition (parallel and cone beams);

• Poisson noise;

• Impulse response of the detector;

• Energy response of the detector (e.g. due to the use of a scintillator);

• Geometries:

– Surface meshes (triangles) in most popular file formats (eg. STL, PLY, 3DS, OBJ, DXF, X3D, DAE);
1https://sourceforge.net/projects/gvirtualxray/ (accessed: 2 May 2023).
2https://pypi.org/project/gVXR/ (accessed: 2 May 2023).
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– Volume meshes (tetrahedrons) in the Abacus format (experimental).

• Multi-material objects;

• Material properties:

– Chemical elements (e.g. the symbol W or the atomic number 74 for tungsten);
– Compounds, e.g. H2O for water;
– Mixture, e.g. Titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloy, Ti90Al6V4;
– Hounsfield units (for medical applications).

• xraylib 3 for the Photon Cross Sections to compute µ in Eq. 1 [12];

• Containerisation using Docker.

2.2 Comparison with MC simulation

In the first notebook, we demonstrate that gVirtualXRay is able to generate analytic simulations on GPU
comparable to images generated with a state-of-the-art Monte Caro simulation package (see Figure 1. An
anthropomorphic phantom is used. It corresponds to a 5-year old boy. We take into account i) a realistic beam
spectrum (tube voltage and filtration) and ii) the energy response of the detector.
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Figure 1: Comparison between X-ray projections simulated with GATE and gVirtualXray. For a fair compari-
son, each image is displayed using the same look-up table.

2.3 Comparison with DRR images

In the second notebook, we demonstrate that gVirtualXray is able to generate analytic simulations on GPU
comparable to digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) of a real CTscan computed with Plastimatch (see
Figure 2). First, a CT scan of the Lungman phantom was acquired at one of our local hospitals (Ysbyty
Gwynedd) using a 128-slice Somatom Definition Edge scanner, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany. The
CT volume was then segmented into individual structures. Surface meshes were eventually extracted from the
segmented CT scan. Simulated corresponding pairs of X-ray images were generated i) with gVirtualXray from
the surface meshes, and ii) with Plastimatch from the original CT volume (see Figure 3) [13].

2.4 Comparison with original CT slices

In the third notebook, we show how gVirtualXray can be used to generate CT data from polygon meshes. For
this experiment, we recreate a CT volume from X-ray projections of the Lungman chest phantom simulated
with gVirtualXray (see Figure 4). The CT volume is reconstructed with the Core Imaging Library (CIL) [14]
using the simulated X-ray projections (see Figure 5).

3https://github.com/tschoonj/xraylib (accessed: 2 May 2023).
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Figure 2: Flow chart demonstrating the validation of projections of the Lungman simulated with gVirtualXray
process.
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Figure 3: Comparison between X-ray projections simulated with gVirtualXray and DRR images generated with
Plastimatch. For a fair comparison, each image of a row is displayed using the same look-up table.
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Figure 4: Flow chart demonstrating the validation of CT slices reconstructed from projections of the Lungman
simulated with gVirtualXray.
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Figure 5: Comparison between CT slices reconstructed from simulated projections with slices from the original
CT scan. For a fair comparison, all the images are displayed using the same look-up table.
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2.5 Comparison with a digital radiograph

In the last notebook, we reproduce a real digital radiograph taken with a clinically utilised X-ray equipment.
Image registration is used to make sure the same geometrical set up is used in both the real data acquisition
and the virtual one (see Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the two images side-by-side.

Data acquisition Clinical
radiograph

Prediction

Simulation

gVirtualXRay

X-ray simulation

3D mesh
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Optimisation
algorithms
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Results
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New
prediction

Parameters: 
SOD, 
SDD, 
Rotation[1], 
...

Figure 6: Illustration of the registration framework.
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Figure 7: Comparison between a registered X-ray projection simulated with gVirtualXray and a digital radio-
graph taken using a clinically utilised X-ray equipment. For a fair comparison, each image is displayed using
the same look-up table.

3. Impact overview

The assumption is that X-ray images simulated in milliseconds with a deterministic algorithm on GPU are
realistic for clinical applications where speed is a requirement, whether this is VR simulators where X-ray
images must be simulated in realtime from dynamic patient models, or high-throughput data processing where
a massive amount of data must be generated very quickly.

• Superior computational performance for VR and high-throughput data applications:
Accurate images that would take days, hours or minutes with Monte Carlo can be generated in milliseconds
with gVirtualXray for high-throughput data (e.g. real-time VR, image registration, and training/testing
data generation for ML) when scattering can be ignored.

• Quick creation of CT acquisition data:
Simulated projections can be fed to a reconstruction algorithm to produce CT volumes.

• Dynamic models with animation and physiology:
The use of surface models enables the combination of X-ray simulation with real-time soft-tissue defor-
mation [8, 6] and character animation [15], which is hardly possible with DRRs computed directly from
CT volumes.

6



• Interoperability with CT reconstruction software:
During the “CIL Training and Bring Your Own Data User Hackathon” held in Cambridge, UK, in March
2023, a data reader was implemented and tested to integrate gVXR and CIL. It makes it straightforward to
simulate CT scans with gVXR and reconstruct the corresponding tomography data with CIL. Improving
the interoperability between the two is important. People can use realistic images simulated in known
conditions and test their reconstruction algorithms, for example to compensate motion artefacts that
degrade the image quality in medicine.

4. Ongoing research projects

We are developing digital twins of actual devices. It will make it possible i) to predict images acquired with
real devices, and ii) to optimise scanning parameters before conducting timely and costly experiments. We
are developing this proof-of-concept for computed tomography in nondestructive testing and for synchrotron
computed tomography in particular.

5. Limitations and future work

Simulations, deterministic or MC, are approximations of real physics phenomena. Users of such simulations
must always consider the context in which they want to deploy the simulation and understand the trade-offs
that must be made. For speed in real-time VR for training purposes, gVirtualXray may be used; Monte Carlo
would be required for accuracy for treatment planning in radiotherapy.

We are continually improving the simulation. For example, we are modelling exposure time and photon
scattering from real images to predict images acquired with real devices.

6. Publications enabled by gVirtualXray

It is possible to use gVirtualXray in real-time applications such as medical training simulators (see Figures 8
and 9) [16, 17, 18]. GPUs also make it possible to embed gVirtualXray within an optimisation algorithm to

Figure 8: Orthopaedic surgical simulator providing
user-controlled image intensifier functionality. Re-
produced with permission from Racy et al. [17].

Figure 9: Radiography teaching tool with real-time
character animation and soft-tissue deformations to
interactively change the patient’s pose in simulated
X-ray radiographs.

register 3D hand models on 2D radiographs [19] or produce accurate digital twins in material science [10].
Figure 10a corresponds to a CT reconstruction of a fibre composite where strong CT artefacts are present.
Dark streak artefacts are due to beam hardening and the response of the detector, black and white fringes
are due to phase contrast. Figure 10b shows a similar CT slice reconstructed from simulated projections after
registration. Source of artefacts are also modelled within the simulation. gVirtualXray can also be used to
produce a high number of realistic simulated images to train machine learning algorithms [20, 21], which would

7
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Figure 10: CT reconstructions of a fibre composite where strong CT artefacts are present. Dark streak artefacts
are due to beam hardening and the response of the detector, black and white fringes are due to phase contrast.

(a) Real image. (b) Simulated image. (c) 3D surface model of the batonnet
cut potatoes in Figure 11b.

Figure 11: X-ray images of fried batonnet cut potatoes. Left: Real image; Right: Image simulated with
gVirtualXray. Reproduced with permission from [20].
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not have been possible a few years ago. Albiol et al. [22] proposed a new type of densitometric radiographic
images (a technique that combines two radiographs that were produced with two different tube voltages). They
replaced one of the radiographs with a simulated one, thanks to the use of a contour sensor (e.g. Microsoft
Kinnect) and gVirtualXray (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Examples of virtual densitometric image (D′
B, 4th column). 1st column: experimental setup.

2nd column: iso-surfaces from the depth sensor. Virtual (high-energy) water-equivalent radiographs (′) from
water-filled volumes [pX ′]. 3rd column: original radiographs (X ). Top row: chest section of a RANDO
anthropomorphic phantom (105 kVp and 6 mAs). Bottom row: real patient (55 kVp and 9 mAs). Reproduced
with permission from Albiol et al. [22].

It is also possible to integrate further simulation models to take into account the patient’s physiology such as the
respiration during the CT scan acquisition. In this case, reconstructed slices will exhibit motion artefacts [23].
Andreozzi et al. [24] used gVirtualXray to generate noise free X-ray radiographs. Noise is added as a post-
process to study real-time edge-aware denoising in fluoroscopic devices. Corbi integrated gVirtualXray with
other relevant software packages, such as Geant4, into a Docker container that is used online to teach particle
physics and X-ray imaging to undergraduate students in engineering [25].
References
10.5281/zenodo.7757285

Illustrative examples
A file has been uploaded.

Acronyms

API application programming interface.
CAD computer-aided design.
CG computer graphics.
CPU central processor unit.
CT computed tomography.
DRR digitally reconstructed radiograph.
eV electron volt.
GPU graphics processor unit.
gVXR gVirtualXray.
MC Monte Carlo.
ML machine learning.
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VR virtual reality.
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